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Special 2 - October 2018 

2 - Dungeonology
Our next Kickstarter project 

4 - Nova Aetas
Promo Mission “From the Future”

6 - Sine Tempore
Promo Mission “Fast and Furious”

8 - Black Rose
Soon on your gaming tables

10 - Dungeonology comic
Will the faculty have a new professor?

in this issue:

Welcome back to the second special of Ashes 
for Essen 2018! It’s already a consolidated 
tradition in which we can let our online 
magazine come alive. As the most attached of 

you will know, you will find inside a substantial in-depth 
analysis about our projects, unreleased missions and promo 
material. In fact, attached to the magazine, you will find 
the not to be missed cards for Nova Aetas, Sine Tempore, 
Black Rose and the newest project: “Dungeonology”! 
 
Are you ready to enter a world of dungeons, discoveries and a 
funny yet merciless competition? If so, Dungeonology is the 
game for you! Eight years prior to the events of Nova Aetas, 
you will don the clothes of one of the candidates to the post 
of the prestigious university of Rocca Civetta, who will throw 
themselves into an expedition to discover the secrets of 
creatures considered myth and legend by the less cultured. 
In order to immerse yourself in this bizarre and captivating 
setting, you will find more informations and a comic strip 
waiting for you, together with some incredible promo cards! 
 
We remain in the period of Italian Renaissance, with an 
additional mission of Nova Aetas which will let you join the 
fray with the new powerful epic classes. “That who has time 
shouldn’t wait for time” and you won’t have time to lose 
in this mission based on magical time leaps, in which your 
main concern won’t just be about enemies lying in wait. 
 
On the topic of time leaps, let’s go way back, to the events 
of Sine Tempore. Our heroes, barely landed on Primaevus V, 
bump into a creature that show curiosity about their items. It 
will be upon you to prevent Rognon from getting new trophies 
from the wanderers arrived on its planet. A new Rognon 
character sheet will be available in an exclusive promo card. 
 
Let’s go back to the inside of the Black Rose Lodge, in 
which magical forces never cease to swirl and mages are 
dedicated to the rigorous study of arcane arts. For this 
reason, new forbidden enchantments will be revealed to 
the one who will prove himself worth of learning them. 
 
Without further ado we let you continue enjoying this 
number, hoping that it will enrich your 2018 Essen Spiel 
experience!  
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Welcome to the University of Rocca Civetta, the first of its kind, which aims to study the natural habitat of several 
cultures in Italy. Unfortunately, some professors from time to time run into atypical societies risking their neck.

This is a university where even the best have a hard time!

In Dungeonology the heroes will discover different places and their inhabitants in order to discuss their thesis and 
become the new professor of their own field of expertise.

It is an atypical dungeon crawler, in which the goal is not to free the area from hordes of furious and terrifying 
monsters, collecting huge treasures or magical weapons; instead our heroes will have to study habits, take notes and 

stay undercover.
Whoever gather more information, or better ones, can discuss the thesis that will raise him/her to the role of professor.

With Dungeonology we inaugurate a new LMS’ initiative: the comic book related to the game.
The pages you find on this issue are a preview of what’s to come, to test the waters and gauge your satisfaction rating.
The comic should help you to immerse yourself in the setting of the game, offering you pleasant moments of reading.

That’s all for now, but we will soon give you more details about this amazing new game.

Q1
2019
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From the future

Rules

End of mission

Promo mission Essen Spiel 2018

History
Tessa has finally in her hands the key to her personal vendetta against Rebecca.
Through the means of powerful enchantments, she was able to make contact with her past self, informing her about 
everything that would become of her and her master, threatening her very existence just to get to her rival.
Now a young Tessa has captured our heroes with the intention to kill them.

The magic disturbance created by Tessa didn’t go unnoticed by the Grand Master of the Black Rose, who, in order to 
answer back to the threats of the faun witch, sent Vincenzo, Rebecca, Sofia and Valerio back to the past.
But time flows and the powerful enchantment takes its toll on the Grand Master, for how long will he be able to mantain it?

If you play this mission as a secondary mission of Nova Aetas, you will get to perform as your epic counterparts, while the 
heroes of your campaign are at the mercy of Tessa and her herd. 

Set-up
The heroes, now adults, in their “epic” version must save their younger counterparts.
To save a young hero, an epic hero must come into contact with him/her and spend 2AP to free him/her.
To flee, and be removed from the dashboard, a young hero must not 
have enemies placed within 2 squares.

If an epic hero saves his/her young counterpart, in other words 
makes contact with the model and spends 2AP to free it, he/she must 
check with the temporal paradoxes chart below:

Roll a 1D8 die:
1-2, the hero sustains 2 injuries and is stunned
3-4, the hero is swallowed up back in his/her time. 
From this moment he/she uses the sheet and model 
of the young hero, maintains all the abilities and gets 
the relative objects of the selected class. Loses the epic 
ability.
5-6, nothing happens
7-8, the hero, while looking at his/her younger 
counterpart, becomes galvanized: gains a re-roll token 
and a Strength 2 token, loses all negative statuses 
present on the character sheet

If a young hero dies, his/her epic counterpart will lose 4 abilities due 
to the temporal paradox.

Hero Objective

Victory conditions:
● The heroes win if they kill all enemies or if at least 3 young heroes 
are saved before time is up.

Defeat condition:
● Standard defeat conditions

Enemy Objective
Faun Warriors and Faun Musician
 ● They will attack the epic heroes, following the standard rules.

Wolves (see the Wolf profile on the next page)
● They will attack the young heroes inflicting one injury for each 
activation, with a result of 3+ on a D8. TV6

Tessa
● She will attack Rebecca inflicting one injury for each activation. TV4

Victory
If the heroes win, Tessa and her herd will be routed, foiling her diabolical plan. Before the young heroes can realize who you are, you are swallowed up back 
to your time.

If you play this mission as a secondary mission of Nova Aetas, you gain:
3 popolini
1 pet: Brigante

Defeat
If Tessa wins, time as you know it will become distorted and upon re-entering your time, you will find yourself in an alternative future.
Tessa, leading her herd, obtained the blood of Gaea and has now power over all the Black Rose Lodge. She revealed herself to the world and at the moment 
is reigning upon most of Italy.

Start: 2:00 pm
End: 4:30 pm
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Watchdog ability:

Each Enemy with the Faun trait, adjacent to a Wolf,
gain +1       .

Choose:
1) Move Helic up to 6 squares.
2) Move Testudo up to 3 square.

Puppet Remote Control
(Tool)

Brigante

Defense. If an enemy enters in a 
square within 3 from the owner, 
Brigante makes an attack:
Ph1, Ma D6.
This action interrupts the normal 
enemy action, that can be resumed 
after the wolf's attack.
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FAST AND FURIOUS
P&P Mission - Promo Essen Spiel ‘18

RED

ZONE

Start Mission: 7.3
End Mission: 9.5

D.Z.

D.Z.

D.Z.

D.Z. D.Z.

FRAG SPRIGGAN

ROGNON

DEPLOYMENT
ZONE

LOOT BAG

AMANITA

MUSHROOM

BUSH
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briefing Debriefing
You have just landed on Primaevus V. Genesis 
plasma engines are still hot, while setting up a base 
camp from which to handle the material for future 
exploration missions. You have had occasion to notice 
movements in the bush, but you have not noticed any 
hostile activity, while a sound echoes in the distance. 
A white-coated creature with big horns, furiously 
charging towards you, brandishing blades surmounted 
by animal skulls. Welcome to Primaevus V. 

Victory Condition
• Rognon is defeated before time runs out.
• 

Defeat Condition
• Rognon opens all the boxes and reaches the Red 

zone.
• 
• Standard defeat conditions.

ENEMY’S OBJECTIVES
Rognon:
• Rognon moves to open the nearest box within 

5 squares (TV8); if there are no boxes within this 
distance, he attacks the nearest Hero with Bull Rage.

• After opening the three boxes, Rognon moves to the 
Red zone (TV12).

Spriggans:
• Attack the Heroes.
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Prague, Duke 
of Luxembourg - 
Crono, death has 

no time

“He observed 
the mages from 

the heights of his 
grandeur.

They could never 
have imagined 

that the wrath of 
the Black Rose, 

incarnated by that 
cold colossus, would 
soon reduce them to 
nothing but empty 
shells, a miserable 

simulacrum of their 
former selves.”

Crono’s Box production
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One of the miniatures’ mold, which ones can you recognize?

Black Rose’s exclusives card sleeves So many copies of Crono’s boxes!
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Vincenzo comes from an 
ecclesiastical school of 

Caserta, has moved a few 
years ago to Rome’s curia 
and is now studying at the 
amazing university of Rocca 

Civetta.

Rebecca, of Lucanian origin, 
has always lived in Rome. 

She moved to Rocca Civetta 
together with her friend 

Vincenzo to deepen her studies 
on the magical arts used by 

other races.
Valerio and his sister Sofia 

have always been little 
explorers and adventurers 

and could not miss the chance 
to follow their friends in this 

new adventure.

Valerio
Rebecca

Sofia
Vincenzo

Laetus

The comic book of Dungeonology comes 
from the pyrotechnic mind of Marcobaleno  
Presentino, already author of several 

works for Black Board.
Marco works as a developer in our 
studio and also give us his insights 
for the development of the plots and 

background of all our games.

Marco has used part of his knowledge 
to give you this short story, which can 
be considered as a prologue to the 

adventures you will experience playing 
Dungeonology.

For the pencil drawings we must thank 
the eclectic Matteo “polychrome” Perilli, 
and for the colors the fantastic Rachele 
Azzarone, that we hope to meet again in 

the sequel.

Laetus, grand cup-bearer of 
Orvieto’s fauns, is only one 

of the dangerous threats that 
Scholars will have to face!
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There are many secrets out there, but we will uncover them all!

Unfortunately the previous teachers had some minor accidents...

...but this time I will find the right person!
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They are escorted by our best students...

So that the candidates can work on their thesis, in all fairness...
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...and in complete safety!
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I am absolutely positive that the future of our faculty is left in good hands!
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Novità Essen Spiel 2018

Visit our online shop at:
www.ludusmagnusstudio.com

Nova Aetas
RRP 80€

Rognon
RRP 30€

Nova Aetas Epic Classes (pvc)
RRP 35€

Beli’ar
RRP 20€

Pandora Box
RRP 120€

Attack: Reach2
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obstacles. Once per activation.
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Attack:

“Hot shot”
(Weapon)

AP 3

Enemies that attack the hero take a Distracted token.

Doctor's clothes(Armour)
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